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INTRODUCTION 1./ 
The following information is included as an aid in estimating farm machinery 
costs for 1980. The costs are determined by formula and were updated January 
1980. They represent an average cost for a specific piece of machinery. 
These machinery costs are intended to be average estimates for the agricul-
tural industry. 
There are two types of costs associated with o•~ing and operating a machine. 
Fixed costs--which will occur whether or not the machine is used--include 
depreciation, interest, insurance, housing and taxes. Operating costs--which 
occur only when the machine is used--include fuel, lubrication, repairs and 
labor. 
ixed costs: Each machine is depreciated for 10 years with a salvage value of 
lO percent and~estment credit taken at the full 10 percent rate. It is 
nssumed that a piece of equipment once purchased new will be used commercially 
!for 10 years even though it may be o~ed by several people. 
Interest and insurance are calculated by multiplying the average investment 
(new cost p]us salvage value divided by 2) times the rates of interest and 
insurance. Interest and insurance rates are assumed to be\14 percen€]and .75 
percent, respectively. Housing cost is assumed to be 33~ per square foot of 
shelter space needed per year. There are no property taxes on farm machinery 
in Ohio. 
Formulas used to compute fixed machinery costs: 
Depreciation per year 
Interest per year 
Insurance per year 
llnusjng per year 
Taxes per year 
= purchase price - investment credit - salvage value 
(years you will use machine) 
purchase 12rice + salvage value 
x interest 2 rate 
purchase price + salvage value 
2 x rate 
= price per square foot x square feet shelter space 
= 0 (no taxes on personal property in Ohio) 
Operating costs: Fuel cost is calculated by rnultiplyin,~~~------~~~ 
the price of fuel. The price of fuel is assumed to be er 
required 
diesel. All pO\·ler units, tractors, combines, trucks, etc., are assumed to be 
diesel powered. An estimate of gasoline consumption might be made by multiply-
ing the diesel fuel consumption by a factor of 1.36. Lubrication cost is 
assumed to be 10 percent of fuel cost. 
'TI1e formulas for estimating the repair and maintenance costs necessary to main-
tain a machine in an operable condition are provided in the 1976 Agricultural 
Engineer's Yearbook and illustrated in the MACHINE User's Guide. The formulas 
can be used to estimate total accumulated repair cobts according to the 
!/ This information was developed by F. J. Benson, Agricultural Economist 
at the University of Ninnesota. 
accumulated hours of use. For d new machine, the estimate is merely one of 
estimating repair costs for the number of hours of intended use of the machine. 
The estimate is the total repair cost. This cost is divided by the total hours 
of use in order to provide an average repair cost per hour. An assumption is 
made as to the annual use of each machine. The amount of annual use is an 
estimate of annual hours of use that a co~~ercial farmer would use that par-
ticular machine in one year. 
Labor is assumed to be an hourly wa$.:;;_rate w ... ~J-.St\,.Jncludes benefits of\ $5.20 
per hour for unsk1lled labor and $7 per hour for skilled labor. Labor for an 
operat1on such as p ow1ng an discing 1s calculated by us1ng the rate on the 
implement instead of the tractor. Plows and discs using the same tractor have 
different rates of work accomplishment. Less labor is charged on a discing 
operation which covers more acres per hour than a plowing operat1on. 
This year, four different sizes of m1n1mum tillage planters have been included. 
This reflects the current interest in minimum or reduced tillage practices in 
Ohio. 
Tables 1 and 2 provide estimates for fixed and variable costs on an annual and 
hourly basis for tractors and combines of varying sizes. 
Table 3 provides estimates on shelter space, repair and maintenance costs, and 
fuel conbumption. 
Tables 4 and 5 provide estimates on new costs, annual usage, rate of usage and 
field pcrfor~ance for selected items of machinery. 
Table 6 provides estimates on shelter space, repair costs and labor require-
ments for selected items of machinery. 
Tables 7 and 8 provide estimates of total function costs for the specific 
pieces of equipment on a per hour and per acre basis. Total function costs 
are estimates of all the costs associated with doing a specific function such 
as plowing, discing, spraying, etc. Total function costs include overhead 
and operating costs of the tractor (if used) and the piece of equipment, plus 
the cost of labor to operate the equipment. 
Table 9 provides estimates of fuel conswnption per acre based on .06 gallons 
of diesel fuel per horsepower hour. Fuel price is included at $1.25 per gallon. 
Tables 10 and 11 include estimates of su gested custom ~~n a ncr hour and 
per acre basis. These suggested custom rates include all costs plus a 20 per-
~ addition to cover risks and provuie a reasonable profit. Some p1eces of 
equipment are assumed to be used over more acres when used by a custom operator 
so that the annual overhead may be spread over more hours or acres than would 
be the case for the average farm operator. This indicates somewhat lower costs 
b0cause of reduced per unit ovc>rhead as compared to the commercial operator. 
Table 11 includes estimates of cash operating costs, total function costs and 
suggested custom rates for each piece of equipr1ent. The cash operating costs 
(out of pocket costs) include fuel, oil, repdirs and maintenance for each set 
of equi~ment. Labor is not included in the cash operating costs but is included 
j n th0 total function costs and suggested custom rates. The labor '.rage rate 
for unbkillcd labor is $5.20 per hour and a charge of $7 per hour is used f9r 
skilled labor (see table 6). 
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Total machinery function costs for 19~0 have increased 5 to 35 percent over 
1979. J The following tab e compares t e mac 1nery tunct1on costs per acre or 
four selected items from 1978 to 1980. 
Machine function 1978 1979 1980 
plow 6 - 16 $ 6.41 $ 7. 72 $10.89 
corn planter 6 - 30 5.51 6.52 8.20 
combine small grain 8.13 10.78 14.54 
combine corn 6 - 30 13.09 17.46 22.73 
increase over last year 28% 32.6% 
These per acre costs have increased sharply (32.6 percent) primarily for three 
reasons: (1) Based on a survey of five agricultural machinery manufacturers, 
the purchase price of farm equipment included in this study increased 8 to 10 
percent from 1979. (2) Interest rates have increased to 14 percent this year, 
as compared Lo 11 percent for 1979. (3) Diesel fuel prices have increased 
dramatically over 1979. This year's estimate of $1.25 per gallon is really 
2.5 times ltigher than the 1979 estimate of 51¢ per gallon. These three 
increases in the costs of owning and operating farm equipment have caused 
expected 1980 machinery function costs to increase 25 to 35 percent over 1979. 
r--------------------------------~-...... llii&J , ..... ..... These cost estimates are not intended to be indicative of everyone's cost, but 
are intended to be used as a guide in planning the cropping operation. Each 
individual has unique costs because of his buying power, repair program, 
avera~e annual use and overall replacement program. 
. ' --------------------------~~ 
TABLE 1 
E~TlMATtO NEW CO~TrAVEHAGt INVE~TMENT,ANNUAL HOURS USEr ANNUAL FIXED COST• 
AND HESULTIN~ FIXED COST PE~ HOUR FOR sP~CIFIEO SIZES OF TRACTORS. 
NEW AVERAGE ANtWAL ANNUAL FIXED 
TRACTOR HP COST INVEST "'ENT I'IOURS USE FIXED COST COST/HR 
~0 HP 106~0.00 5852o00 500.00 17~4.73 3.~9 
60 HP 15040.00 827~.00 500.00 2457o64 4.92 
75 HP 16710.00 1029Q.50 500.00 3052o60 6.11 
100 HP 27270oOU 14998.50 550.00 4435o79 8.07 
120 HP 33970.00 18683.50 550.00 5516o32 10.03 
140 HP 36780.00 20229.00 550.00 5992.18 10.69 
1b0 HP 40000oOU 22000,00 bOO.OO 6511· 00 10.85 
180 HP 54600.00 3003Q,OO c:.oo.oo 8863.42 111.77 
225 HP 4lil':> 56100.00 30855,00 50o.oo 9l2lo6l 18.24 
250 HP 4lii'D bb340o0U 3b487o00 500.00 10771.53 21.54 
275 HP 4Wi) 660bo.oo 36333.00 50o.oo 10726·42 21.1f5 
300 HP 41iD 71bbO.OO 39413.00 500.00 l1628o72 23. 26· 
320 HP 4110 77000,00 4235o.oo soo.oo l2489o13 24.98 
350 HP 11110 767.30.00 42201.50 soo.oo 124115·62 2~.89 
SML COMBI);E* 35220.00 19371.00 300.00 577.3·82 19.25 
MEO COMBINE* 521.30.00 28671.50 300.00 8531·~5 28.4~ 
LRG COl'.BL'lE* 60.310.00 3317o.5o 300.00 9882·~5 .32.9~ 
TABLE 2 
E.S TI ~A TEO HOURLY AND ANNUAL COSTS CALCULATED FOR 
EXPECTED HOURS OF USE FOR SPECIFIED SIZES OF TRACTORS• 
VARIABLE ANNUAL ANNUAL TOTAL 
COSH/ VARIABLE TOTAL COST/ 
TRACTOR HP HOUR CoST COST HOUR 
40 HP 3o99 1993.40 3738.13 7.48 
60 HP 5o92 2960o41 5418.05 10.8~ 
75 HP 7o40 3697.61 6750.21 13.50 
!00 HP 10.10 5552o90 9988.69 16.16 
120 HP 12.20 67og,S8 1222€>.20 22.23 
1~0 riP 1"o01+ 7722o01 13714.19 2~.9.3 
!bO HP 16.03 9617.06 16128.0& 26.88 
130 HP 18.71 11226· 1~8 20089.91 33.~8 
225 HP I+W;) 21.58 10790o10 19911.71 39.82 
250 H? ~-:> 2~.19 1209£,.76 228b8.29 45.7~ 
275 HP .. wo 26.24 13120.~8 238~b.90 1+7.69 
300 tiP 19WD 28.60 1~302 • .35 25931.0& 51.86 
320 HP ~WD 30o5'+ 15270.97 277&0.10 55.52 
350 HP ~W!) 33.00 ~650lo21 289~&.83 57.89 
SML COMBI!;E* 2:0.79 6238·'+7 12012.29 40.e~ 
MED COMBINE* 27.6'+ 8292,90 16824.35 56.08 LR& COMBINE* 32.04 9612·~9 1949~.9~ 64.98 
TABLE 3 
ESTIMATED SHELTER SPACE REQUIRENENT•REpAIR AND MAINTENANCE: COsT/HR• 
.ANO FUEL CONSUMPTION FOR SPECIFIED SIZES OF TR~CTORS. 
SHELTER REPAIR + FUEL 
SPACE MAl NT• CONS.! TRACTOR HP (SQ, FT) COST;HR HOUR ~0 HP 92o00 •69 2.400 60 HP 1011•00 •97 3,600 75 HP 115·00 1o21 ~.soo 100 HP 127o00 1.ss 6,000 120 HP 130·00 2o30 7,200 1~0 HP 200·00 2.~9 8,400 160 HP 200.00 2o83 9.600 !~g HP zoo.oo 3.86 10.600 hP '>IIi) 2~0·00 J.o2 13.500 250 HP ~wo 250•00 3o57 lS,'lJO 275 HP ~WD 2SO.oo 3o55 16.500 300 HP 4W;) 250•00 3.85 18.000 320 HP 4WD 2so.oo ~o14 19.200 350 HP ~«J 250o00 4ol3 21,000 SML COMBINE• 300eOO 12.5~ MED C0:-1BISE* 6,000 
I RG COMBINE* 400o00 18.57 6.600 soo.oo 21.46 7.680 
* Combine without header. 
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TAHLE 4 
E::STlMAT[D PRlCESrANIJUAL USLrANU MACHINE Tl'-1E: FOR SELECTED ITEMS OF MACHINERY 
NEW AVERAGE ANNUAL ANNUAL ESTIV.ATED MACHINE COST !NVES r.._,::rH HOU=<S USE ACRES USE ACRES/HR 
PLOw 2-16 1130.00 621.50 120.00 139,29 1.16 
PLOW .3-16 217U.OO ll93o50 120.00 209.45 lo75 
PLOW 4-16 3400.00 1s1o.oo 120.00 279.10 2o33 
PLOW 5-16 5290.00 2909.50 120.00 348~74 2o91 
PLOW 6-16 6210.00 3415o50 130oOO 453.82 3o49 
PLOw 7-16 7980.00 4389.00 130.00 529.27 4o07 
PLOW 8-16 8650.00 4757o50 130·00 604,71 4o65 
PLOW 9-18 13440.00 7392.00 150oOO 883~64 5.89 
PLOW 10-18 13850.00 7617.50 150oOO 981,82 6.55 
PLOd 12-18 15370.00 8453o50 150oOO 1178~ 18 7o85 
CHISEL PLOW 15 FT 2960.00 1628·00 1oo.oo 654.55 6.55 
CHISEL PLOW 17 FT 4700.00 2585oQO lOO.QO 74L82 7o42 
CHISEL PLOW 20 FT 6140.00 3377oQO 1oo.oo 872.73 8o73 
CHISEL PLOW WI ·~G 24 6780.00 3729.oO lOOoOO 1047.27 10.47 
CHISEL PLOW I'IING 29 8170.00 4493o50 100•00 1265.45 12.65 
CHISEL PLOW wiNG 35 8330.00 4581·50 100·00 1527.27 15.27 
FIC::LD CULTIVATOR 18 2880.00 1584oOO 120oOO 1047.27 8.73 
FIELD CULT! VA TOR 28 5740.00 3157o00 120·00 1629,09 13.58 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 37 7600.00 4180.00 120.00 2152.73 l7o94 
MIN-TIL Pl../\NTEK 4-3a 1790.00 4284o50 60eOO 225.58 :;.76 
MIN-TIL PLANTEi{ 6-38 12160.00 6688o00 60oOO 338.55 5o64 
MIN-TIL PLANTER b-30 11200.00 6160.oo 60. 0 0· 267.27 4o45 
MIN-TIL PLANTE~ 8-30 l403v.OO 7716o50 bOoOO 356~36 5o94 
DISK 10 FT 2350.00 1292·50 100oOO 484~85 4o85 
DISK 16 FT 5140.00 2827.oo 100.00 775.76 7.76 
UlSK 17 FT 6320.00 3476.00 1oo.oo 824,24 8o24 
DISK 20 FT 640U.OO :ss2o.oo 1oo.oo 969.70 9.7o 
DISK 21 FT 712Uo00 3916oQO Ioo.oo 1018.18 10.18 
DISK 24 rT 9680.00 5324·00 loo.oo 1163.64 11.64 
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TABLE ~,CONTINUED 
lSllMATEO PRlCE~rAN~UAL USErANO MACHINE TIME FOR SELECTED lTE~S OF MACHIN~RY 
NEW AVERAGE AN~UAL ANNUAL ESTiqATEJ 
MACHINE LOST INVESTMENT HOJ~S USE ACRES USE ACRES/HR 
Dl~K 28 FT 11270.00 &198o50 100.00 1357,58 13.58 
DISK jz FT 1235u.OO 6792.50 100.00 1551.52 15.52 
DISK OFFSET 14 FT 5760.00 3168.00 100o00 610,91 6ell 
DISK OFFSET 16 FT 6990.00 3844.50 100.00 
DIS~ OFFSET 18 FT 7680.00 4224oQ0 lOOeOO 785,45 7o85 
DISK-wiNG OFFSET 21 9110.00 5010.50 100.00 
DlSK-wiNG OFFSET 23 11400.00 6270.00 100.00 1003~64 10.04 
LANQ?LANE ~~-12FT 5970.00 3283o50 75eOO 480.00 6o40 
LANDP~ANE 54-12FT 9800.00 5390oOO 75•00 480.00 6,40 
LANDPLANE ~4-15FT 10120.00 5566,00 75oOO 600,00 s.oo 
LANDPLANE 75-14FT 10750,00 59l2o50 75•00 560.00 7.47 
SPRINGTOOTH DRAG 30 294U.OO 1617.QO 30oOO 480.00 16.00 
SP~INGTOOTH DRAG 48 5300.00 2915.00 35.00 1058.91 30.25 
FERTILIZER SPRJR 40 370U.OO 2035.00 30oOO 
CORN PLANTER 4-3e 5730.00 3151.50 60.00 290,03 4.83 
COR~ PLANTER 6-3d 8760.00 4818.00 60o00 435.27 7.25 
Cor~q PLANTER 6-30 8150.00 4482•50 60oOO 343,64 5.73 
CORN PLANTER 8-30 10300.00 5665.00 60oOO 
POTATO PLANTER 4 KOW 13500.00 7425oQ0 65,00 248,97 3o83 
BEET PLANTER 12ROW 126~0.00 6952.oO 60oOO 280~00 ~.67 
GRAIN DRILL PW 14 FT 780U.OO 4290oQO 80oOO 445.96 5.57 
GRAIN DRILL P~ 1b FT 1068U.OO 587~•00 BOoOO 509.67 6.37 
GRAIN DRILL PW 20 FT 12~5U.OO 6902.~0 80oOO 637,09 7o96 
GRAIN DRILL PW 24 FT 1426U.OO 7843oQO 80oOO 764,51 9.56 
GRAIN ORILL Pw 2b FT 16000.00 8800.oO 80,00 891.93 11.15 
CULTIVATOR 4-3u 191u,OO 10~0.50 100.00 491.05 ~.91 
CU~TIVATOK 6-38 291u.OO 1600, 5 o 100•00 736~97 7.37 
CULTIVATOR 6-3U 217u,OO 1193,50 100oOO 581,82 So82, 
CULTIVATOR 8-30 304u.OO 1672.oO 100.00 775~76 7.76 
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TABLE 4rCONriNUEJ 
ESTIMATED PRIC~SrANNUAL USErANU MACHINE TIME FOR SELECTE~ ITEMS OF MACHINERY 
NEW A ·;r:;r.. A Gr.. AN~~uAL 
MACHIN::. ::.os T INV:;._, T1-1:..•H riUUKS USE: 
HOTARY HOt:: lb 2400.00 1320.00 40o00 
POTATO CULT. 4 ROW 335Uo00 1842o50 130o00 
~E~T CULT. 12 ROW 5050.00 2777.50 
BtET THINNER 6 ROw 12110.00 6660,50 
~EET THINNER 12 RUW 23230,00 12776,50 
SPRAYER 30FT 2100.00 1155.00 
~PRAYER 50FT 3470.00 1908•50 
SPRAYER HI PRES 50FT 10850.00 5967.50 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 3870.00 2128.50 
SHREDDER 12FT 4110.00 2260,50 
SWATHER-CONQ, 12Fl 15990.00 8794•50 
SWATHER-COND, 15FT 16050,00 8827•50 
SWATHER 12 FT 14640.00 8052oOO 
SWATHER 15 FT 14700.00 8085·00 
SWATHER 18 FT 14970.00 8233•50 
SWATHER 20 FT 16660,00 9163.00 
1.TON STACKER 8490,00 4669·50 
3 TON STACKER 13260.00 7293·00 
6 TON STACKER 18340.00 10087·00 
BALER PTO TwiNE 6650.00 3657.50 
R00NO dALEH 8640.00 4752.00 
ROTARY MOW~R 1670.00 918•50 
RAKE (HYOI 1910.00 1050.50 
FO~AGE HAHV. 1 ROW 942U.00 518loQO 
FOKAGE HAHV. 2 ROw 11070.00 6088·50 
FOR HARV 2HOW SP 49770.00 27373.50 
FO~ HAR 3ROW SP 51390.00 28264.~0 

































































TABLE tp CONTINUED 
ESTIMATED PRlC~S,ANNUAL USE• AND \.lACHINE Til-lE FOR SELECTEJ ITEMS OF MACHINERY 
NEW AVERAGE ANNUAL A:-.INUAL ESTI"'ATED 
MACHINE COST INVEST1.1ENT rlOllqS USE ACRES USE ACRES/HR 
COf-tN PICKt..R 2-.38 10200.00 5610o00 150oOO 223.36 1o49 
PlCKER-SHtLLER 2-ROW 11560.00 6358o00 150·00 223.36 le49 
CO"''BINE S'JI GRAIN SML 3890.00 2139.~0 200.00 819,39 4e10 
CO"'BINE SM GRAIN MED 431u.oo 2370.50 200.00 945.45 4o73 
COMBINE SM GRAIN LGE 4991.1.00 2744o50 200·00 1260.61 6a30 
COMBINE SOYBEA~S SML 5160.00 2838oQO 200·00 716.97 3o58 
COMalNE SOYBEANS MEO ssau.oo 3234o00 200o00 827.27 4ol4 
COMBINE SOYtiEAIIlS LGE 7530.00 4141o50 200o00 992.73 4.96 
COMolNE CORN 2-38 SM 4210.00 2315o50 200o00 297.82 lo49 
COMBINE CORN 3-38 SM 6820,00 375lo00 200.00 449~09 2.25 
COMBINE COr<N 4-38 MD 9180.00 5049·00 200o00 598.47 2o99 
COMdlNE CORN 4-30 MD 876U.OO 4818o00 zoo.oo :,20.00 2o60 
C0"1[31NE COKN 6-30 LG 12001.1.00 6600o00 200.00 780,00 3o90 
COMtJ lt~E COH:~ 8-30 LG 15730.00 8651·50 200.00 9~5.45 IJ.73 
POTATO HRV~TRo 2RUW 22000.00 12100oQO 120oOO 298,76 2o49 
i:jEET LlFTEK J ROW 1470u.oo 8085oOO 80o00 208~00 2.50 
l:if:ET l.lFTt:::R 4 ROW 18000.00 9900.00 so.oo 277.21 3o47 
BEET LIFTER 6 ROtJ 27100.00 14905oQO 80oOC 41&.00 5o20 
l:iEET TOPPE.H 3 ROw 6900.00 3795oQO 80oOO 256,00 3o20 
HEET TOPPEH 4 ROw 8740.00 4807o00 80o00 341~18 4.26 
BEET TOPPER b ROW 9400.00 5170oQ0 so.oo 512,00 6.40 
BEET WAGON BTON 6101.1.00 3355oQO 80oOO 
LIGHT TRUCK 9350.00 5142o50 400oOO 
MEDIUM TRUCK 15500.00 8525.oo 400oOO 
HEAVY THUCK 2445u.oo 13447.:,0 400·00 
flAGON 1980.00 1089oOO 250oOO 
FORAGE WAGON 14FT 5100.00 2805oOO 130·00 
FO"AGE ... ,;Go~~ l&FT 5460.00 3003.00 130·00 
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TABLE 5 
ESTIMATED FIELD PERFORMANCE FoR SELECTED ITEMS OF MACHINERY 
SPEED FIELD WIDTH ACRES/ HOURS/ 
MACHINE (MPH) EFFICIENCY (FEET> HOUR ACRE 
PLOW 2•16 4.50 .ao 2.66 1.16 .862 
PLow 3-16 1+.50 .ao 4.00 1. 75 .573 
PLOW 4-16 4,50 .80 5.33 2.33 .430 
PLO~ 5-16 4.50 .so 6.66 2.91 .344 
PLOw 6-16 4,50 .ao a.oo 3e49 .286 
PLOW 7-16 4.5Ll .so 9.33 4.07 .246 
PLOW 8-16 4.50 .so 10.66 4e65 .215 
PLO;~J 9-18 4.50 .so 13.50 5.89 .170 
PLOw 10-18 4.50 .ao 15.00 6.55 .153 
PLO,v 12-18 4.50 .so 18,00 7.85 el27 
CHISEL PLOW 15 FT 4,50 .so 15.00 6.55 .153 
CHISEL PLOW 17 FT 4,50 .ao 17.00 7.42 .135 
CHISEL PL.. OW 20 FT 4e5U .80 20.00 8e73 .115 
CHiSEL PLOW WII~G 24 4.50 .ao 24.00 10.47 .095 
CHlSEi.. PLOW wlNG 29 4.50 .so 29.00 12.&5 .079 
CHISEL PLOW ~wiNG .35 4,50 .so 35.00 15.27 .065 
F.tE..LD CULTIVATOR 18 s.oo .80 18.00 8.73 ellS 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 2S s.oo .80 28,00 13.58 .074 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 37 5,00 .ao 37.00 17.94 .056 
MlN•TIL PLANTER 4-38 3.50 .70 12.66 3.76 
·266 
tUN-TIL.. Pt..ANTER 6-38 3..50 e10 19.00 s.&q. 
.177 
MlN-T!L PLANTER 6-30 3,50 .70 15.00 4.45 
.224 
M.lN-TlL PLANTER 1:3-30 3.50 .70 20,00 5e94 el68 
DISK 10 FT 5eOU .ao 10.00 4.85 .206 
DISK 16 FT 5.00 .so 16.00 7e76 
·129 
DISK 17 FT 5.ou .so 17.00 8.24 ·121 
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TABLE 5•C0NTINUE0 
ESTlMATE!J FIELD PERFORMANCE FoR SELECTED ITE~S OF ,-.,ACHINERY 
SPEED FIELD WIDTH ACRES! HOURS/ 
MACHINE (MPH) EFFICIENCY <FEET> HOUR ACRE 
DISK 20 FT 5.00 .ao 20.00 9.7o .103 
Dl~K 21 FT 5.00 .so 21.00 10.18 .098 
DISK 24 FT 5.00 .ao 24.00 11.64 .086 
DISK 28 FT 5.00 .80 28.00 13.58 .074 
Dl~K 32 FT 5.00 .so 32.00 15.52 .064 
DISK OFFSET 14 FT 4e5U .80 14.00 6.11 .164 
DISK OFFSET 16 FT 4.50 .80 16.00 6.98 .143 
O.l:;:,K OFFSET 18 FT 4.50 .80 18.00 7.85 .127 
DISK-WING OFFSET 21 4.50 .80 21.00 9.16 .109 
DlSK-l"'ING OFFSET 23. 4.50 .80 23.00 10.04 .100 
LANOPLAf\:E 45-12FT 5o~ 50 .80 12.00 6.40 .156 
LANDPLANE o4-l2FT 5t5U .80 12.00 6.40 .156 
LAND PLANE o4-l5FT 5~5o .so 15.00 8.00 .125 
LAN(JPLANE 75-14FT 5.50 .80 14.00 7.47 .134 
SPRHJGTOOTH DRAG 30 5.50 .80 30.00 16.00 .063 
SPRiiJGTOOTH ·DRAG 48 6.5U .80 48.00 30.25 .033 
FERTILIZE~ SPROR 40 1o.oo .80 40.00 38.79 .026 
CORN PLANTER 4-38 4.50 .70 12.66 4.83 
·207 
CORN PLANTER 6-38 4.5U .70 19.00 7.25 
.138 
CORN PLANTER 6-30 4o5U .70 15.00 5.73 
.175 
CORN PLANTER 8-30 4.50 .70 20.00 7.64 
.131 
POTATO PLANTER 4 ROW s.oo .50 12.64 3.83 o261 
BEET PLANT~R 12ROW 2e5U .70 22.00 4.&7 
.214 
GRAIN DRILL Pw 14 FT 4e5U .73 14.00 5.57 el79 
GRAIN DRlLL Pw 1b FT 4o5U • 73 16.00 6.37 ·157 
GR,A IN DRlLL PW 20 FT 4.50 .73 20.00 7.9& .12& 
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TABLE 5rCONTlNUEu 
E~TIMATED FIELD PERFORMANCE FoR SELECTED ITE"-1S OF MACHINERY 
SPEED FIELD WIDTH ACRES/ HOURS/ 
MACHINE (MPH) EFFICIENCY <FEET> HOUR ACRE 
GRAIN DRILL PW 2~ FT 4.50 .73 24.00 9.56 .1os 
GRAIN DRILL PW 28 FT 4.50 .73 28.00 11.15 .ago 
CULTIVATOR ~-38 4.00 .so 12.66 4.91 .204 
CULTIVATOR 6-38 4.00 .80 19.00 7.37 .136 
CUi..TlVATOH 6-30 4o00 .so 15.00 5.82 .172 
CULTIVATOR 8-30 4.00 .80 20.00 7.76 .129 
ROTARY HOE. 16 7.00 .80 16.00 10.86 .092 
POTATO CULT. 4 ROW s.ou .80 12.64 6.13 .163 
BEf:.T CULT. 12 ROW 3.00 .75 22.00 6.oo .167 
BEET THINNER 6 ROW 2.2!:> .70 11.00 2.10 .476 
BEET THINNER 12 ROW 2.25 .70 22.00 4.2o .238 
SPRAYER 30FT 6.50 .60 30.00 14.18 .071 
SPKAYER SOFT 6.50 .60 so.oo 23.64 .042 
~PRAYER Hl PRES 50FT 6.5U .60 so.oo 23.64 .042 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR s.oo .70 21.00 8.91 .112 
SHREDDER 12FT 4.00 .75 12.00 4.36 
.229 
S~·U\THER-COND. 12FT s.ou .75 12.00 5.45 
·183 
SWATHER-COND, 15FT s.oo .75 15.00 6.82. 
.147 
SWATHER 12 FT s.ou .tiD 12.00 5.82 
.172 
SWAT HER 15 FT s.ou .80 15.00 7.27 
.138 
SWAT HER 18 FT s.ou .80 18.00 8.73 
.115 
S~~ATHER 20 FT s.ou .80 20.00 9.70 
.103 
1 TON STACKER 4.7~ 
.60 12.00 4.15 
·241 
3 TON STACKER 4.75 
.70 12.00 4.84 
·207 
6 TON STACKI:.K. 4.75 
.80 12.00 5.53 
·181 
1:3ALER PTO TWINE: 4.00 









FORAGE HARV, 1 ROW 
FORAGE HARV, 2 ROW 
FOR HARV 2ROW SP 
F!JR HAR :3ROW SP 
FORAGE BLOitiER LG 
CORN PICKER 2•38 
PlCKER•SHELLER 2-ROW 
COMBINE SM GRAIN SML 
COMBINE SM GRAIN MEO 
COMBINE SM GRAIN LGE 
COMBINE SOYBEANS SML 
COMBINE SOYBEANS MEO 
COMBINE SOYBEANS LGE 
tOMSINE CORN 2•JB SM 
COMBINE CORN 3·38 SM 
COMBINE CORN 4·38 MD 
COMBINE CORN 4-30 MD 
COMBINE CORN 6•30 LG 
COMBINE CORN 8-30 LG 
POTATO HRVSTRo 2ROW 
BEET LIFTER 3 ROW 
BEET LIFTER 4 ROW 
BEET LIFTER 6 ROW 
BEET TOPPER 3 ROW 
BEET TOPPER 4 ROitl 
BEET TOPPER 6 ROW 





FORAGE WAbON 1~FT 















































































































































ESTIMATED SHELTER SPACE REOUI~EMENTS• REPAIR AND~AINTENANCE 
COST/riR•LAUOR REQUIREMENTS ~y CATE~ORY,ANJ TOTAL LAdOR COST 
FO~ SPECIFIED ITEMS OF MACftiN[R¥ (COST OF TRACTOR OPERATOR 





PLOw 2-16 29o00 
PLOW 3-16 52o00 
PLOw 4-16 75o00 
PLOw 5-16 10~.00 
PLOW 6-16 132.00 
PLOw 7-16 14lo00 
PLO« 8-16 150o00 
PLOW 9-18 160.00 
PLOW 10-18 170.00 
PLOW 12-18 210o00 
CHISEL PLOW 15 FT 225.00 
CHISEL PLOW 17 FT 255.00 
CHlSEL PLOW 20 FT 300o00 
CHISEL PLOW IVltJG 24 190 • 00 
CHISEL PLOW WING 29 200.00 
CHISEL PLOW WING 35 200.00 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 18 200.00 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 28 200o0U 
F}ELD CULTIVATUH 37 200.00 
MIN-TIL PLANTER 4-38 150.00 
MlN-TIL PLANTEK b-38 180.00 
MlN-TlL PLANTER 6-30 170.00 
MIN-TIL PLANTE~ 8-30 200.00 
Dl~K 10 FT l15oOU 
UbK !f) FT 185.00 
OlSK 17 FT 15o.ou 
LAaOH ~EGUIRE~ENTS 
REPAIR + ------------------MAINT, SKILLEJ UNSKILLEJ 















































































































f::.STHitiTLIJ SHELTER SPACE REOLJIRE}•1Eiit~• ~EPAIR A'JD"1AINTENAIIICE 
LOSl/riRrLA~O~ kEOUIREMCNTS UY C~TEGOHYtAND TOTAL LABOR COST 
FUR SpEC1FilU ITEMS 0~ ~ACHlNERY !COST OF TRACTOR OPERATOR 





DISK 20 FT 230.00 
DISK 21 FT 200.00 
DISK 2~ FT 200.00 
DISK 28 FT 210.00 
DISK 32 FT 210.00 
DISK OFFSET lq FT 210.00 
DISK OFFStT 16 FT 240o00 
DISK OFFSET 18 FT 270.00 
DISK-WING OFFSET 21 220.00 
DISK-wiNG OFFSET 23 220.00 
LANDPLANE 4o-l2FT 540.00 
LANDPLANE ~4-12FT 650.00 
LANDPLANE 54-15FT 810.00 
LANDPLANE 7o-14FT 980.00 
SPRINGTOOTH DRAG 30 5Q,QO 
SPRlNGTOOTH DRAG 46 180·00 
FERTILIZEH SPRDR 40 80.00 
CORN PLANTER 4-3U 1oO.OU 
CORN PLANTER 6-38 180.00 
CORN PLANTER 6-30 170•00 
CORN PLANTER 8•30 200.00 
POTATO PLANTER 4 ~OW ~4.00 
8EET PLANTER 12RO~ 150.00 
GRAIN DRILL PW 14 FT 130o00 
GRAIN DRILL PW lo FT 150o0u 
GRAIN DRILL PN 20 FT 185.00 
LABOR REQUIRE~ENTS 
REPAIR + ------------------MAINT, SKILLEJ UNSKILLEJ 


































































































































E!>TlMI\TEU SHELTER SPACE HEQUIRC:~'EilT~• REPAIR AND"'AINTENA~JCE 
~UST/riRrLAUUR R~Q0IREME~TS BY CATEGJHYrANJ TOrnL LA~OR COST 
FOR SPECIFIED ITEMS OF MACHIN[~Y (COST OF TRACTOR OPERATOR 





GRAIN DRILL PW 24 FT 220.00 
GHAIN DRILL PW 28 FT 260oOU 
CULTIVATOR 4-3~:> 
CUL Tl VA TOR 6-39 
C\.JL. Tl VAT OR 6-30 
CULTIVATOR 8-30 
ROTARY HOE 16 
POTATO CULT. 4 ROW 








BEET THINNER 6 ROW 150.00 
BEET THINN~R 12 ROW 150·00 
SPRAYER 30FT 150o00 
SPRAYER 50FT 200eOU 
SPRAYER Hl PRES 50FT 200.00 




SWATHER 12 FT 
SWATHER 15 FT 
SWATHER 18 FT 
SWATHER 20 FT 
1 TON STA(;KER 
3 TON STACKER 
6 TON C:.TACKER 













REPAIR + ------------------MAINT. SKILLEJ UNSKILLEJ 





























































































































t.~rrw,rt..J c.t•LLH.< s•·ALt. "' ,wi ~~'-~f:.lt~· '{EPt.JH .\•J:J'IAI n::-'JII'Jc;:: 
I.VSl/"'"'L~.JVl -<lJulkt.'l~l' t'l ~Alt.. ,JHYoA'•J T0J·\L LALIOK CJ~T 
FU.-< ~.->t.llf' lt..J l Tc'IS Or 'lAC>!! J• -lY lCJ~T uF li<IICTOH OPt:HATOR 




FOr\AGE riAHV, ROW 
FORAGE HAHV, 2 ROW 
FOR HAriV 2HOw SP 
FOR HAR .3HUw SP 
FOr\AGf:. tiLOwEH LG 
CORN PICKER 2-jB 
Sfif:.L TEH 
SPACE 










PIC~ER-SHELLER 2-HOw 140o0U 
COM~I~E S~ GRAIN SML 60.00 
COMBINE S'l GRAI~ MED 78o00 
CO~BlNE SM GRAI~ LGE 90oOU 
COM8l~E SOYBEA~S MEO 78.00 
CO~J!NE SOYBEA~S LGE 108.00 
CO~BIN£ CORN 2-.38 SM 6~.00 
CON8l~E CORN .3-38 SM 76oOU 
COMdlNE CORN 4-.3b MJ 10loOG 
COMBINE COHN 4-.30 MD 80,00 
COMuiNE CORN 6-30 LG 120.00 
COMdlNE. CORN B-.30 LG lbOoOO 
POTATO HRVSTR, 2ROW 180.0U 
BE~T liFTEH .3 RO~ 65o00 
BEET LIFTER ~ ~Ow 9~.00 
8[~T LIFTlH 6 ~Ow 140o00 
BEET TOfPfR 3 KOW 65oOV 
BE.lT TOP~~r{ ~ ~a~ 9S.Ou 
kjt.f:. T T Jt'f'E.K b i<OII 140 • 0~ 
MEJlu~ TRU~~ 2S0.00 
WA~ON 20Uo0V 
LAQUH Rf:.UUIRE~fNTS ~AN HRS 
HE~AIR t ------------------ AS PCT, 
MfiiNT, SKILLEJ UlJSKlLLEJ 'IACH. 








































































































































































ESllMATEU TOTAL lUST PE~ HOUR ~y CO~PONENTS FOR SPECIFIED ITE~S OF ~ACHINERY 






















CHISEL PLOW 15 FT 
CHISEL PLOW 17 FT 
CHISEL PLOW 20 FT 
CHISEL PLOW WING 24 
CHISEL PLON WING 29 
CHISEL PLOW WING 35 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 18 













120 130·00 1044,15 
140 130·00 1332,31 
160 130·00 1443,23 
225 150.00 2218,32 
225 150·00 2287,68 
275 150·00 2545,79 
120 100·00 551.18 
140 100·00 841,44 
160 100·00 1088,31 
225 100.00 1155,13 
2oO 1oo.oo 1382,39 
3oo 1oo.oo 1408,17 
100 120·00 530,04 
160 120o00 990,8b 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 37 225 120•00 1290,55 
MIN-TIL PLANTER 4-38 40 60·00 1304,66 
MIN-TIL PLANTER 6-38 60 60·00 2018,68 
MIN-TIL PLANTER 6-30 60 60·00 1860,70 
MIN-TIL PLANTER B-30 75 60o00 2326,58 
Dl~K 10 FT 
DISr< 16 FT 
DISK 17 FT 
60 100·00 416,59 
75 100·00 889.23 



























































































ESliMATEU TOTAL COST PER HOUR HY COMPO~ENTS FOR SPECIFIED ITEMS OF MACHINERY 




DISK 20 FT 
DISK 21 FT 
DISK 24 FT 
DISK 28 FT 
DISK 32 FT 
DISK OFFSET 14 FT 
DISK OFFSET 16 FT 
DISK OFFSET 18 FT 
DISK•WING OFFSET 21 





S~RINGTOOTH DRAG 30 
SPRINGTOOTH DRAG 48 
FERTILIZER SPRDR 40 









100 100·00 1107.10 
100 100·00 1213.21 
120 100o00 1625.69 
140 100.00 1885,18 
160 1oo.oo 2059,19 
140 100.00 997,38 
160 100·00 1205,46 
180 100.00 1326,54 
225 100.00 1540,45 
225 100·00 1909.43 
1Bd 75•00 1140,12 
225 75.00 1793,52 
225 75.00 1897,88 








CORN PLANTER 6-38 60 
60o00 972,75 
60.00 1470.85 
60·00 1369,27 CORN PLANT~R 6-30 60 
CORN PLANTER 8-30 75 
POTATO PLANTlR 4 ROW 120 
~~ET PLANTlR 12ROW 100 
GRAIN DRILL PW 14 FT 40 
GRAIN DRILL PW 16 FT 60 




































































































ESTIMAT~D TOTAL COST PER HUUR tiY COMPONENTS FOR SPECIFIED ITE~S OF MACHINERY 












GRAIN DRILL Pw 24 FT 75 80.00 2370,24 





ROTARY HOE 16 
POTATO CULT, ~ ROW 
BEET CULT. 12 ROW 
BEET THINNER 6 ROW 
BEET THINN~R 12 ROW 
SPt\AYER 30FT 
SPRAYER 50FT 
~PRAYER Hl PRES 50FT 
40 100.00 335,80 
60 100.00 510,12 
60 100.oo 382,64 
75 100.00 536,02 
40 40.00 429,60 
75 130·00 549.01 
100 60.00 863,18 
100 100·00 2000,72 
120 100·00 3792,43 
40 so.oo 387,86 
60 100·00 625,10 
60 1oo.oo 1814,21 
ANrlYDROUS APPLICAlOR 120 40o00 671,40 
SHREDDER 12FT 60 100·00 691,92 
SWATHER-CONO. 12FT 
SWATHER-CONO, 15FT 
SWAWER 12 FT 
SWATHER 15 FT 
SWATHER 16 FT 
SWAHIER 20 FT 
1 TON STACKER 
3 TON STACKER 
6 TON STACKER 







60 200·00 1419,10 
75 220.00 2204,83 
100 280.00 3054,03 






























































































TAilLt 7•'-V'itl '<ci:;.J 
l~.Jl'IAJt,J 1,'11\L \..U'-,T l'l" >tvUR liY lv\H';';n.IH', fU! ',l't:IF!rD lh.'1', Of' "l•\Cttl'<l'lY 







HAl\£ I tHO I 
FOR Aut:. HAKV, 
FORA&£ HAKV, 2 ROW 
FOH HAHV 2H~• 5P 
FOR HAR 3KO~ SP 
rORAGE BLOWER LG 
COHN PICKER 2-J8 
PlCKEH-SHELLlR 2•KOW 
liP U~E 
60 200·00 1430.07 
40 100·00 287,89 
40 200·00 345,70 
100 100•0U 1829,85 
150o00 8095,09 
150·00 8379.21 
60 50·00 336.98 
40 150·00 1689,68 
bO 150•00 1908,81 
CO~diNE SM GRAIN SML SML 200·00 646,58 
COM~I~E SM GRAIN MED MEO 200•00 720,19 
COMdiNE SM GRAIN LG£ LRG 200·00 833,71 
COMdlNE SOY6lANS SML SML 200•00 857,15 
COMBINE SOY6lANS M£0 MlD 200•00 973,15 
COMBINE SOYBEANS LGE LHG 200•00 1248,91 
COMBINE CORN 2-3B SM SML 200o00 699,46 
CO~B!NE COHN ~-~a SM S~L 200·00 112~.95 
COMdlNE CORN q-3B MD MED 200•00 1512,46 
CO~BINE CORN 4-jU MO MEO 200·00 1437,85 
COMolNE COHN o-30 LG LRG 200•0U 1973,10 
COMolN£ COHN 8-30 LG LRG 200.00 2567.30 
POTATO HHV~TRo 2ROW 120 120•00 3604,15 
Bt~T LIFTtR 3 ROW 100 80·00 2389,99 
BEET LIFTER 4 HOw 100 ao.ou 2931,60 
BEET LlFTtK 6 ~Ow 120 80·00 4412.~9 
BEET TOPPER 3 ~0~ 60 80·00 1133,21 
BE~T lOPPlR 4 ~Ow 75 80·00 1439,58 
BElT TUPPtH 6 ~0~ 100 80•00 1~G0,7B 
~EET wA&ON 8TO~ 75 80•00 104U,61 
LI<>tiT TKU<..l'. 
Mt..OlUM THUl.K 
~UrlA~l wA~UN 14FT 
400·00 2579,94 
40 250·00 365,0J 
40 130·00 887,74 
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ES11MA1EO lOlAL. COST PER AL.RE UY C0~1PONENTS FOR SPECIFIED ITEMS OF MACHlr~ERY 












CHISEL. PLOW 15 FT 















CHISEL PLOW 20 FT 160 
CHISEL PL.OW WING 24 225 
. 
CHISEL PLOW WING 29 250 
CHISEL PLOW ~ING 35 300 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 18 100 
FIELD CULllVATOR 28 160 
FIELD CULllVATOR 37 225 
MIN-liL PLANTER 4-38 40 
MIN-TIL PLANTER 6-38 60 
MIN-TIL PLANTER 6-30 60 
MIN-TIL PLANTE~ S-30 75 
DISK 10 FT 
DI~K 16 FT 
















































































































~STIMATED TOTAL COST PEH ACRE UY COMPOrJENTS FOR SPECIFIED ITE~S OF ~ACHI~Eqy 
WITt! RECOMMENDED JRACTOR SIZE tALL LABOR INCLUDED IN MACHINE VARIABLE COST), 
MACHINE. 
Dl5K 20 FT 
DISK 21 FT 
DISK 24 FT 
DISr< 28 FT 
Dl~K 32 FT 









DISK OFFSET 16 FT 160 
DISK OFFSET 18 FT 180 
DISK•WING OFFSET 21 225 
DISK-WING OFFSET 23 225 
LANDPLANE 45-12FT 180 
LANDPLANE 54-12FT 225 
LANDPLANE o4-loFT 225 
LANuPLANE 7o-14FT 225 
SPRINGTOOTH DRAG 30 
5PRIN&TOOTH DRAG 48 
FERTILIZER SPROR 40 
CORN PLANTER 4-38 
CORN PLANTER 6-3~ 
CORN PLANT~R 6-30 








POTATO PLANTER 4 ROW 120 
BEET PLANTER 12ROW 100 
GRAIN DRILL PW 14 FT 40 
GHAIN DRILL PW lb FT 60 





















































































































TABLE 8 ,CONylNUED 
ESTIMATED TOTAL COST PER ACRE UY CO~PO~ENTS FOR SPECIFIED ITE~S OF ~ACHINERY 




GRAIN DRILL PW 24 FT 75 





ROTARY HOE 16 
POTATO CULT, 4 ROW 








BEET THINNER 6 ROW 100 
BEET THINNER 12 ROW 120 
SPRAYER 30FT 40 
~PRAYER 50FT 60 
5PRAYER Hl PRES ~UFT 60 




SWATHER 12 FT 
SWATHER 15 FT 
SWATHER 18 FT 
S\1/ATHER 20 FT 
1 TON STACKER 
3 TON STACKER 
6 TON :,;ACKER 














































































































t.'>llMAit.lJ l')lA~ ~o·.r t'Lrl A1..Hf" uY tVWJ ,;.•H .. FOI{ !>PL.:IF!EO ITC:'!:> OF 'o!ACHI'IER'!' 





FORAGE HAHV, 1 ROW 
FOKAGE HAHV, 2 HOW 
FOk HARV 2HO~ ~p 
FOR HAfl 31WW ~? 








COR~ PICKER 2-38 40 
PitKER-~HI:.LLER 2-HOW 60 
CO'o!diNE SM GRAIN ~MI. SMI. 
CO'o!diNE SM GRAIN MED MEJ 
CO"'BlNE SM GRAIN LGE LRG 
COMBINE SOYBI:.A~S ~ML. SML 
CO'o!BlNE SOYdEANS MED MED 
CO~t:!lNE SOYBEA~S LGE LRG 
COMBINE COKN 3-38 SM SML. 
CO'o!8INE CORN 4-38 MD MED 
COMBINE CORN 4-3U MD MED 
COMBINE CORN 6-30 LG L.RG 
COMulNE COHN 8·3U LG L.RG 
POTATO t~V~TRo 2ROW 120 
BEI:.T LI~TI:.K 3 RO~ 100 
UEET LIFTI:.H 4 ROW 100 
BE~T LIFTE.K 6 ROW 1~0 
HE~T TOPPEK 3 kO~ &0 
BEE1 TOPPI:.H 4 RO~ 75 
















































































































































E~TlMATE.D FUEL. USE PER ACRE FOR SPECIFIED ITEMS OF 1.1ACHINERY 
TRACTOR TRACTOR ' MACHINE TOTAL 
MACHiNE HP FUEL CONS• FUEL CONS. FUEL CONe:,• 
PLOw 2-16 40 2.07 0 2.o1 
PLOw 3-16 60 2.06 0 2e06 
PLOw 4-16 75 1.93 0 1·93 
PLOW 5-lo 100 2.06 0 2e06 
PLOW 6-16 120 2.06 0 2•00 
PL. Ow 7-16 11.+0 2.06 0 2·06 
PLOw 8-16 160 2.06 0 2.oo 
PLOW 9-18 225 2.29 0 2e29 
PLO.V 10-18 225 2.06 0 2•00 
PL.O.- 12-18 275 2.10 0 2·10 
CHISEL. PLOW 15 FT 120 1.10 0 1.10 
CHlSEL PLOW 17 FT 140 1.13 0 le13 
CHISEL PLOW 20 FT 160 1.10 0 1el0 
CHISEL. PLOW WING 24 225 1.29 0 1·29 
CHlSEL PLOW WING 29 2oO 1.19 0 le19 
CHISEL PLOW WING 35 300 1.18 0 1·18 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 18 100 
.69 0 •69 
FlEL.D CULTIVATOR 28 160 .71 0 
·71 
Flt:LD CULTIVATOR 37 225 
.75 0 •75 
MIN-TIL PL.ANTER 4-38 40 
.64 0 •64 
MIN-TIL PI..ANTER 6-38 60 
.64 0 •64 
MIN-TIL PLANTER 6-30 60 
.81 0 •81 
MIN-TIL PL.ANTER 8-30 75 
.76 0 •70 
DISK 10 FT 60 .74 0 •74 
DISK lv FT 75 
.58 0 ·58 
DISK 17 FT 75 .55 0 ·55 
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TA~LE 9rCONTlNUEO 
ESTIMATED FUEL USE PER ACRE FOR SPECIFIED ITEMS OF ~ACHINERY 
TRACTOR TRACTOR MACHINE TOTAL 
MACHINE HP FUEL CONS• FUEL CONS. FUEL CONS. 
DISK 20 FT 100 .62 0 •62 
DISK 21 FT 100 .59 0 e59 
DIS,K 24 FT 120 .62 0 ·62 
DISK 28 FT 140 .62 0 
·62 
DISK 32 FT 160 .62 0 •62 
DISK OFFSET 14 FT 140 1.38 0 1·3!} 
DISK OFFSET 16 FT 160 1.38 0 1·38 
DISK OFFSET 18 FT 180 1.38 0 le38 
DISK-WING OFFSET 21 225 le47 0 1e47 
DISK-WING OFFSET 23 225 1.35 0 1·35 
LANDPLANE 45-12FT 180 1.69 0 1.69 
LANQPI..ANE 54-12FT 225 2.11 0 2tll 
I..ANDPLANE 54-15FT 225 1.69 0 le69 
I..ANDPLANE 75-14FT 225 1.81 0 1·81 
SPRINGTOOTH DRAG 30 60 .22 0 
·22 
SPRING TOOTH DRAG 48 75 .15 0 •15 
FERTILIZER SPRDR 40 60 .09 0 •09 
CORN PLANTER 4-38 40 .so 0 .so 
CORN PLANTER 6-38 60 .so 0 •50 
CORN PLANTER 6-30 60 .63 0 •63 
CORN PLANTER 8-30 75 .59 0 •59 
POTATO PLANTER 4 ROW 120 1.88 0 1·88 
~EET PLANT~R 12ROW 100 1.29 0 1·29 
GRAIN DRILL PW 14 FT 40 .43 0 •43 
GRAIN 9RILL PW 16 FT 60 .57 0 •57 
GRAIN DRILL PW 20 FT 75 .57 0 •57 
-26-
TABLE 9rCONTINUED 
ESTIMATED FUEL USE PER ACRE FOR SPECIFIED ITEMS OF 1..1ACHINE"RY 
TRACTOR TRACTOR MACHINE TOTAL 
MACHINE HP FuEL CONS• FUEL CONS. FUEL CONS, 
GRAIN OR ILL PW 21+ FT 75 .47 0 •47 
GRAIN DRILL PW 28 FT 100 .54 0 •54 
CUlTIVATOR ~+-3s 40 .49 0 •49 
CUL..T1VAT01{ 6-38 60 .49 0 
·49 
CULTIVATOR 6-30 60 .62 0 •62 
CULTIVATOR 8-30 75 .58 0 •58 
ROTARY HOE lb 40 .22 0 •22 
POTATO CULT. 4 ROW 75 .73 0 •73 
t3EET CULT. 12 ROW 100 1.00 0 ltOO 
BEET THINNER 6 ROW 100 2o86 0 2o86 
BEET THINNER 12 ROW 120 1.71 0 lo7l 
SPRAYER 30FT 40 .17 0 •17 
SPRAYER SOFT 60 .15 0 ol5 
SPRAYER Hl PRES 50FT 60 .15 0 
.t5 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 120 .81 0 •81 
SHREDDER 12FT 60 .83 0 •83 
SWATHER-COND. 12FT 0 .ss 
·55 
SWATHER-CONO. 15FT 
--- 0 t44 •44 
SWATHER 12 FT 0 
·52 ·52 
SWAT HER 15 FT 0 .41 •41 
SvJATHER 18 FT 
--- 0 e34 
·34 
S~JATHER 20 FT 
--- 0 
·31 •31 
1 TON STACKER 60 
.87 0 •87 
3 TON STACKER 75 
.93 0 ·93 
6 TON STACKER 100 1.09 0 lo09 
BAL..ER PTO TWINE 40 o63 0 •63 
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TAHL(. pCO;q H~U~J 
E.~TlMAf£0 FUt.L U~£ PER ACHt. FOR ~rt.ClFIEU 1 Ti:::"'s OF "'ALHINERY 
TKACTOR TflACTO l MACrll'JS TOTAL 
MA.CHIN£ HI-' FJE.L CO'l:l• FUC.L CONS• FU£L CONS, 
ROUNi:l UALI:.H oO .78 0 •78 
ROTARY MOWt:.R 40 .88 0 o88 
RAI<.E IHYDI 40 ,69 0 •69 
FOrlAGE HARV, ROW 60 :3o8l 0 :3e8l 
FOrlAGE HAHV, 2 ROol 100 :3.6:3 0 :3o6:3 
FOR HAHV 2KOW :)P 0 :3o6:3 :3eo:5 
FOR HAR ;}HOW SP 0 2e78 2e78 
FORAGE BLO~ER LG 60 
CORN PlCKE.H 2-j8 40 1.61 0 lo61 
PICKER-SHELLER 2-HOW 60 2.42 0 2·42 
COiolblNE SM GRAIN SML SML 1. 46 0 lo46 
COMBINE SM GRAIN MEO MED 1.40 0 le40 
COio\BlNE SM GRAIN I..GE LRG lo22 0 lo22 
CO"'clNE SOYBEA:-15 SML SML 1.67 0 lo67 
C0'181NE SOYBEA'IJS MEO MEO lo60 0 lo60 
COMBINE SOYBEANS 1-GE LRG loSS 0 loSS 
CO'IBINE COHN 2-:38 SM ::;ML 1!.03 0 llo03 
COMBINE COHN 3-38 SM S'IL 2.67 0 2o67 
COMSINE CORN li-38 r-~o MED 2o2l 0 2o21 
COMBINE CORN 11-30 MD MEO 2o54 0 2·54 
COI-IBINE CORN 6-30 LG LRG lo97 0 1·97 
co.•m 1 NE COHN 6-30 LG LRG lo62 0 1·62 
POTATO HRVSTR, ;;wow 120 2·69 0 2·69 
BEET L.lFTEH :3 RON 100 2o3l 0 2o31 
HEEl LIFTER II ;1.011 100 lo7:3 0 lo73 
BEET LIFTER (> ;1.011 120 1.:58 0 1·38 
BEET TOPPER 3 ROW 60 1.13 0 1ol3 
l:lEET TOPPER '+ ;J.OW 75 lo06 0 le06 
t!EET TOPPER (> r<OW 100 .9[1 0 •911 
BEC..T WAGON 8TO'l 75 lo:50 0 lo30 
LIC;HT TRUCK 0 2·611 2·b" 
MEOlU"' TRUCII. 0 3o96 3·96 
HEA\IY TRUCK 0 be60 b•60 
WAC,ON i+O 
.6:3 0 ·63 
FURACiE I<IAGU'l 14FT 40 1·45 0 lo[l5 
FORA(;E WAt.UN t..,F r 110 1.145 0 loll5 
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TABLE 10 
SUGGESTED CUSTOM RATES INCLUDING LABOR AND FUEL 
COSTS WITH SUGGESTED TRACTOR 
HP RANGE OF ACRES OF CUSTOM CUSTOM 
MACHINE TRACTOR USE RATE/HOUR RATE/ACRE 
PLOW 2-16 40 150.00 17·64 15.20 
PLOw 3-16 60 225.00 23·'18 13.63 
PL.0\#4 4-16 75 300,QO 29·46 12.67 
PLOw 5-16 100 375.Q0 38·85 13.37 
PLOW 6-16 120 500.oO 44·72 12.81 
Pl.. OW 7-16 140 575.Q0 51·38 1.2~62 
PLOI~ 8-16 160 650.00 55·10 11,85 
PLOW 9•18 225 975.00 76·87 13.05 
PLOW 10-18 225 t050.QO 78e10 11.93 
PLOW 12-18 275 1200.00 91·18 11.61 
CHISEL PLOW 15 FT 120 1oo.oo 40·52 6.19 
CHISEL PLOW 17 FT 140 aoo.oo 47·70 6,43 
CHISEL PLOW 20 FT 160 950,Q0 53·30 6,11 
CHISEL PLO~'V WING 24 225 1100,00 1o.;.u 6.71 
CHISEL PLOW WING 29 250 !350.00 80·37 6.35 
CHISEL PLOW WING 35 300 t6oo.oo 88o37 5 •. 79 
FlEL.O CULTIVATOR 18 100 !050.QO 34o77 3.98 
FIEL.D CULTIVATOR 28 160 1630,00 51·17 3.77 
FlEL.O CULTIVATOR 37 225 2150.00 70·58 3.93 
~HN-TIL PL..ANTER 4-38 40 25o.oo '48 o18 12.82 
MlN-.TIL PLANT I::~ ~3a~ 60 350,QO 7le04 12.59 
MIN-TIL PL.ANTER &-30 60 300.QO 64·42 14,46 
MIN-TIL.. PLANTER 8-30 75 400,00 78·07 13.14 
DISK 10 FT 60 485.00 25·39 5.24 
DISK 1& FT 75 775.00 35tl+9 4.58 
OlSK 17 FT 75 825.00 38·13 4.63 
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TABLE 10 rCONTINUED 
SUGGESTED CUSTOM RATES INCLUDING LABOR AND FUEL 
COSTS WITH SUGGESTED TRACTOR 
HP RANGE OF ACRES OF CUST0\1 CUSTOM 
MACHINE TRACTOR USE RATE/HOUR RATE/ACRE 
DI;,K 20 FT 100 970.QO 44•24 4.56 
DlSK 21 FT 100 1020.Q0 45·80 4.50 
DISK 24 FT 120 111o.oo 56t67 4,87 
DISK 28 FT 140 136o.oo 63·79 4.70 
DISK 32 FT 160 l56o.oo 68·59 4.42 
DISK OFFSET lQ. FT 140 610.00 50·79 8.31 
DISK OFFSET 16 FT 160 700oQO 56·10 8,04 
DISK OFFSET 18 FT 180 790.oO 65·73 8.37 
D15K•WING OFFSET 21 225 920.QO 76·55 8,35 
DISK-wiNG OFFSET 23 225 !OlO.QO 81·90 8.16 
LANOPLANE 45-12FT 180 480.Q0 66·23 10.35 
LANDPLANE 54-12FT 225 480.Q0 84•98 13,28 
LANQPLANE 54-15FT 225 600,Q0 86·71 10,84 
LANOPLANE 75-14FT 225 56o.oo 89·35 11.97 
SPRINGTOOTH DRAG 30 60 480,QO 40·25 2.52 
SPRINGTOOTH DRAG 48 75 !060.Q0 55·91 1.85 
FERTILIZER SPROR 40 60 320.Q0 112·98 2.91 
COHN PLANTER 4-38 40 290,QO 42·53 8.ao 
CORN PLANTER 6-38 60 440,QO 58·51 8,07 
CORN PLANTER t>-3o 60 350.Q0 55·83 9.75 
CORN PLANTER 8·30 75 460,00 68·15 8.92 
POTATO PLANTER 4 ROW 120 250.00 95·75 25.00 
BEET PLANTER l2ROW 100 280.00 83·54 17.90 
GRAIN DRILL PW 14 FT 40 tt5o.oo 44.27 7.94 
GRAIN DRILL PW 16 FT 60 510.00 57.98 9.10 
GRAIN DRILL PW 20 FT 75 o'+o.oo 67•3'+ 8,46 
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TABLE lO,CONTINUED 
SUGGESTED CUSTOM RATES INCLUDING LABOR AND FUEL 
COSTS WITH SUG6£STE0 TRACTOR 
HP RANGE OF ACRES OF CUSTOM CUSTOM 
MACHINE TRACTOR USE RATE/HOUR RATE/ACR 
GRAIN DRILL PW 24 FT 75 770.00 72·99 7.64 
GRAIN DRILL PW 28 FT 100 goo.oo 84·36 7.57 
CULTIVATOR 4-3e 40 soo.oo 20·25 4.12 
CULTIVATOR 6•38 60 7Lt0.QO 26·86 3.6~ 
CULTIVATOR 6-30 60 590,Q0 2Lt·97 4.29 
CUL.TIVATOR 8•30 75 780.QO 30.Lt2 3.92 
ROTARY HOE 16 40 440.oo 28·73 2.65 
POTATO CULT• 4 ROW 75 80o.oo 29·32 4.78 
BEET CULT. 12 ROW 100 360oQ0 47ol.t4 7.91 
BEET THINNER 6 ROW lOO 21o.oo 59·83 28.49 
BEET THINNER 12 ROW 120 420.00 9le07 21.68 
SPRAYER 30FT 40 11L+o.oo 27·05 1.91 
SPRAYER 50FT 60 2370.Q0 34·22 1.45 
SPRAYER Hl PRES 50FT 60 237o.oo 55·33 2.34 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 120 q.oo.oo 55·92 6,28 
SHREDDER 12FT 60 440.00 28·61 6,56 
SWATHER-COND, 12FT 440.oo 55·40 10.16 
SWATHER-CONQ, 15FT 5oo.oo 55.84 8.19 
SWATHER 12 FT 
---
~.+7o.oo 51·71 8.89 
SWATHER 15 FT 
--- 59o.oo 51·98 7.15 
SWATHER 18 FT 1oo.oo 53·38 6.12 
SWATHER 20 FT 780,00 58·02 5.98 
1 TON STACKER 60 9lO.oO 34ol7 8.24 
3 TON STACKER 75 1170.00 43·08 8.91 
6 TON STACK.C:::R 100 1700,00 53.12 9.61 
BALER PTO TWINE 40 970.oo 25·93 6.86 
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TA~LE. lH•I.ONTINUt:J 
~UbG!:.!)TE.:J Cu~TO~ KATE~ ~~~LUUlNG LAUOR A"'D FUEL 
CO~T~ WITH SlluC.LSTEJ T~<\CTOR 
HP RANGE OF ACKE!) OF CUSTO"' CUSTO"' 
MACHINE TRA(.TOR J!)E RATE/HJUR RATE/ACRE 
ROUND l:IALt::R 60 102o.oo 30• 77 6.61+ 
HOTARY MOW!:.!-{ '+0 zao.oo lq.~!) 7.17 
RME IHYOI '+0 3~0.QO 20ol9 5.78 
FORAGE HAKV. 1 ROW 60 100.00 1+3o37 '+5.87 
FO~AGE ltA!o{V. 2 ROW 100 180oQO 55oJ3 33.'+'+ 
FOR HAKV 21-{0W S,P 3JO.oo 97ob0 '+7.93 
FOR HAR 3ROW SP 500.QO 101·'+2 33.20 
FORAGE BLOwER LG 60 300.QO 21o15 
CORN PICKEl{ 2•38 '+0 20o.oo 37o76 25.36 
PlCKER-~HELLER 2•ROW 60 200oQ0 411o3'+ 29.77 
COMiliNE SM GRAIN S.ML SML uoo.oo 61o68 15.05 
C0'18INE SM GRAIN MEO MEO 1240.oo 81·118 17.24 
COM6l'lE SM GRAIN LGE LRG 1380.00 93o&9 1'+,86 
COMBINE SOYBEANS SML S.ML 970.00 &3o05 17.59 
COMBINE SOYBEANS MEO MEO 1090.00 83·19 20.11 
COMBINE SOY8t::ANS LGE L.RG 1210.00 96o19 19.38 
COMalNE CORN 2•38 SM SML '+10.00 62·96 '+2.28 
COMfllNE CORN 3-:38 SM SML '+90.QO 67o66 30.13 
COMBINE CORN 11-38 140 MEO &so.oo 90o50 30.2'+ 
COMtllN£ CORN 4-30 MD MEO 570.00 89·76 311.52 
COMBINE CORN 6-30 LG LRG a5o.oo 105·39 27.02 
COMBINE CORN 8·30 LG LRG 1030.QO 111· 02 23,'+9 
POTATO HRVSTR. 2ROW 120 3oo.oo 92·05 36.97 
BEET LIFTER 3 ROw 100 210.00 70·21 27.00 
BEET LIFTER '+ ROw 100 280.oo 79o04 22.81 
I:IEC:T LIFTE!o{ 6 ROW 120 420.oo 108o17 20.80 
BEET TOPPEK 3 ROW 60 2oo.oo 40o41f 12.6,. 
BEET TOPPER '+ ROll 75 3SO.oo 48o!i6 llo39 
BEET TOPPER 6 ROw 100 s2o.oo 56·38 8.81 
BEET WAGON BTON 75 280.oo 38ob0 
LIGHT TRUCK 1150oO\l 25·10 
MEOIUM TRUt.K ~~~o.oo 36oll0 
HEAVY TRUC.K ~~~o.oo 54o!i7 
WAbOf~ '+0 900.oo 23o75 
FO.tAGE WAGON hFT '+0 11!0,uO 25·72 
FOftAC.E lilA GUN 16FT 40 li!OoQO 26o23 
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TA, 1LE 11 
ESTIMATE[) Of'ERATli'lG COSTS, 0'11 ,ERSHrP COST;, AN:; SUGGESTED CUSToM RATES 












CHISEL PLOw 15 FT 
CHI~CL PLOw 17 FT 
CHlS~L PLOW 20 FT 
CHISEL PLO~ Wl~G 24 
CHISEL PLOW IH;JG 29 
Ctil SEL PLOW V, I r~G 35 
Fll~D cULTIVATvR 18 
FlELO CULTIVAToR 28 
FIELD CULTIVATvR 37 
MIN-TIL PLAtlTER 4-38 
MIN-TIL PLAIHEi\ 6-38 
MIN-TIL PLANTE~ &-3o 
MIN-TIL PLANTER H•3Q 
DbK 10 FT 
DISK 16 FT 



































































































































TABLE ll,CON 1 INuED 
EST!M,.TEU Of•ERATI"G CvSTS, OW ,EKSHJP COST;. M1 0 SUGGESyED CUSToM RATES 
ON A PEH HOUR , NO A PER AC~E B~SIS 
DISK 20 FT 
DISK 21 FT 
DISK 24 FT 
DISK 28 FT 
DISK .32 FT 
DISK OFFSET 14 FT 
DIS~ OFFSET 16 FT 





SPHJ~GTOOTH DRAG 30 
S~Kli~GTOOT~I DR1,G '+8 
FERTILIZER SPRjR 40 
COR1i PLANTER 4-3!3 
COR1< PLANTER 6-3a 
CORI'l PLAtHER 6-30 
COH~ PLANTER 8-30 
POTATO PLAtJTER 4 I{QN 
BEET PLANTER l2ROW 
GRAll< uRILL PW 14- FT 
GRAIN uRILL PW 16 FJ 




















































































































































TABLE 11 , COtJT I NuED 
ESTlf.1ATEU OPERATl1lG COSTS, OW; 4ERSHrP COST~ ANJ SUGGESrED CUSToM RATES 
ON A PER HOuR ~NU A PER ACRE BASIS 
MACHHJE 
GRA.N uRILL PW 24 FT 
GRA~N JRILL PW 28 FT 
CUL. Tl VA TOR 4-3t; 
CUL T1 VA TOR 6-38 
CUi..TlVATOR 6-3u 
CULTIVATOR 8-3u 
ROTARY HOE 16 
POTATO CULT. 4 ROW 
BEET CuLT• 12 ROW 
BEC:l TtiiNNER 6 ROW 
BEET THINNER 12 HOW 
SPRAYER 30FT 
SPRAYER 50FT 





SWAfHE.R 12 FT 
S\'IATHEH 15 FT 
SWAHIEH 18 FT 
SWATt-tEf< 20 FT 
1 Tor~ sTACKEf< 
3 TvN !:>TACKER 
6 T ()I~ STACKER 

































































































TAflLL li,<.Oq 1 HJuf.D 
ESTIM,.Tt.D vt'EHAT!"G Cv::..TS, 0W ,t.I<S'qi-' COST., MJJ SUGGES1ED CUST-.~'1 I<ATES 




FOI<AGE HARy, 1 RuW 
FORAbE HARV, 2 RUW 
FOR HAR ;:>ROo. Sp 
FORAGE BLOWER ~G 
CORu PICKER 2-.:,8 
PICKER-SHELLER 2-RO~ 
COMulNE SM GRAll~ S_,L 
CO~dlNE SM GRA!N MED 
CO~~INE SM GRA 1N LGE 
COMdlNL SOYBEA~S SML 
COMaiNE SOYBEA~S MEO 
CO~hJ l NE SOY!:JEA,;S LGE 
C0MJ1NE CORN 2-3ti SM 
COMulNE CORN 3-3b SM 
COMalNE CORN 6-3~ LG 
COM~lN~ CORN 8-30 LG 
POTATO HRVSTR. 2rl0'.ol 
BEET LIFTER 3 ~Ow 
BEET LIFTER 4 kOW 
BEET LiFTER 6 riOW 
BEET TOPPER 3 ~Ow 
OEET TOPPER 4 KOW 
BEET TuPPER 6 ROW 



















































































































1+3 • .37 
55.33 
97.60 
101·'12 
9o.5o 
108.17 
23.75 
5,78 
117,93 
33.20 
25.36 
29.77 
15,05 
14.86 
17.59 
20,11 
19,39 
42.28 
30,1.3 
30,21< 
314,'52 
27,02 
36.97 
21.oo 
22,81 
20,60 
12,61< 
11.39 
8,81 
